1. Standard procedure (13 min total)
   a. Roll Call (Charlotte Selover, 3 minutes)
   b. President’s Report (Mayu Takeuchi, 5 minutes)
   c. Questions and Comments (5 minutes)
2. Pay with Points Feedback Session with Administrators (Stephen Daniels, 20 minutes)
   a. Administrative guests: Chris Lentz, Emma Marshall
3. Sharing SusComm update and Eco-Festival idea to Senate (Audrey Zhang, 5 minutes)
4. Dining at Princeton (Mayu Takeuchi, 10 minutes)
   a. Discussion of Five Point Plan and Vote on Senate’s Official Position (Mayu
      Takeuchi and Stephen Daniels, on behalf of the student coalition)
   b. Discussion of dining at Princeton more broadly
5. Elections Handbook Updates Resolution Discussion & Vote (Reform Project, 8 minutes)
6. U-Council Reform Presentation & Starting the Conversation (Reform Project, 10 min)